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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we develop a genetic algorithm method based on a latent semantic model
(GAL) for text clustering. The main difficulty in the application of genetic algorithms (GAs)
for document clustering is thousands or even tens of thousands of dimensions in feature
space which is typical for textual data. Because the most straightforward and popular
approach represents texts with the vector space model (VSM), that is, each unique term
in the vocabulary represents one dimension. Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is a successful
technology in information retrievalwhich attempts to explore the latent semantics implied
by a query or a document through representing them in a dimension-reduced space.
Meanwhile, LSI takes into account the effects of synonymy and polysemy, which constructs
a semantic structure in textual data. GA belongs to search techniques that can efficiently
evolve the optimal solution in the reduced space. We propose a variable string length
genetic algorithmwhich has been exploited for automatically evolving the proper number
of clusters as well as providing near optimal data set clustering. GA can be used in
conjunction with the reduced latent semantic structure and improve clustering efficiency
and accuracy. The superiority of GAL approach over conventional GA applied in VSMmodel
is demonstrated by providing good Reuter document clustering results.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Clustering is an unsupervised pattern classification techniquewhich is defined as group n objects intom clusters without
any prior knowledge. The number of partitions/clusters may or may not be known a priori. The task of document clustering
is both difficult and intensively studied [1,2]. Several algorithms for clustering data when the number of clusters is known
a priori are available in the literature. K -means algorithm [3], one of the most widely used, attempts to solve the clustering
problem into a fixed number of clusters K known in advance. It is an iterative hill-climbing algorithm and solution suffering
from the limitation of the sub optimal which is known to depend on the choice of initial clustering distribution [4]. In [5],
a branch and bound algorithm uses a tree search technique to search the entire solution space. It employs a criterion of
eliminating sub trees which do not contain the optimal result. In this scheme, the number of nodes to be searched becomes
huge as the size of the data set becomes large. Several types of biologically inspired algorithms have been proposed in
the literature. Ant clustering algorithm [6] is to project the original data into bidimensional output grid and position that
are similar to each other in their original space of attributes. By doing this, the algorithm is capable of grouping together
items that are similar to each other. Genetic algorithm (GA) [7,8] belongs to search techniques that mimic the principle of
natural selection. GA performs a search in complex, large and multimode landscapes, and provides near-optimal solutions
for objective or fitness function of an optimization problem. However, the cost of computational time is high because its
long string representation evolves in high dimensional space typical for textual data [9].
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Fig. 1. The process of GA for text clustering based on LSI.
The most general and straightforward approach to represent text is the vector space model (VSM), it means each unique
term in the vocabulary represents one dimension in feature space. Unfortunately, it needs a large number of features to
represent high dimensions, and it is not suitable for GA since the scalability will be poor and the cost of computational time
will be high. Meanwhile, if we represent all texts in this way many documents that are related to each other semantically
might not share any words and thus appear very distant, and occasionally documents that are not related to each other
might share common words and thus appear to be closer. This is due to the nature of text, where the same concept can
be represented by many different words, and words can have ambiguous meanings. Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [10]
is an automatic method that reduces this large space to one that hopefully captures the true relationships between
documents [11]. LSI uses the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique to decompose the large term-by-document
matrix into a set of k orthogonal factors. In this semantic structure, even two documents do not have any commonwords, we
also can find the associative relationships, because similar contexts in the documents will have similar vectors in semantic
space. The process of GA for text clustering based on LSI is shown in Fig. 1.
In this paper, we propose a variable string length GA using a gene index to encode chromosomes in the semantic
space. The gene index indicates the location of each gene in the chromosome, which has a greater chance of obtaining
the appropriate center combination and to find the proper number of clusters.
In the next section, we give a brief review of LSI, and describe how we use it for text clustering. Details of genetic
algorithms for text clustering based on the LSI model are described in Section 3. Experiment results are given in Section 4.
Conclusions and future works are given in Section 5.
2. Latent semantic indexing model for documents representation
Thepurpose of LSI is to extract a smaller number of dimensions that aremore robust indicators ofmeaning than individual
terms. Once a term-by-document matrix is constructed, LSI requires the singular value decomposition of this matrix to
construct a semantic vector space. Due to the word-choice variability, the less important dimensions corresponding to
‘‘noise’’ are ignored. A reduced rank approximation to the originalmatrix is constructed by dropping these noisy dimensions.
2.1. Singular value decomposition
Our corpus can be firstly represented as a term-by-document matrix X(m × n), assuming there are m distinct terms in
an n documents collection. The singular value decomposition of X is given by
X = UΣV T (2.1)
where U and V are the matrices of the left and right singular vectors. Σ is the diagonal matrix of singular values. LSI
approximates X with a rank kmatrix.
Xk = UkΣkV Tk (2.2)
where Uk is comprised of the first k columns of the matrix U and V Tk is comprised of the first k rows of matrix V
T.
Σk = diag(σ1, . . . , σk) is the first k factors. That is, the documents are represented in the k dimensional LSI space spanned
by the basis vectors.
2.2. General LSI model for information retrieval
When LSI is used for the purpose of information retrieval [12,13] query q is a m × 1 matrix, where m is the number of
terms in the documents collection. The query vector qˆ is constructed by
qˆ = qTUkΣ−1k . (2.3)
2.3. Our approach of LSI model for document representation
When LSI is used for the purposes of document representation, a document d is firstly initialized as a m × 1 matrix,
wherem is the number of terms. Because matrix U in (2.1) represents the matrix of terms vectors in all documents and the
proper number of rank Uk spans the basis vectors of U . In our approach we removeΣ−1k matrix and use the multiplying of
matrices dT and Uk to represent the document vector. The results of our experiment also show that the representation of
multiplying of two matrix Uk andΣ−1k is not as good as that of multiplying the single Uk matrix. So each document vector dˆ
is represented by 1× kmatrix.
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Fig. 2. LSI model for document representation.
dˆ = dTUk. (2.4)
The texts corpus can be organized by another representation of document-by-term matrix D(n × m), and the corpus
matrix can be newly organized by
C = DUk. (2.5)
Fig. 2 shows our LSI model for document representation. Once the texts corpus is defined by this way, the relevance value
between the documents can be computed using the cosine similarity coefficient. The corpus with these new text vectors is
performed by the genetic algorithms for clustering in next section.
In Fig. 2 the rank k of the matrix X is equal to the number of nonzero diagonal elements ofΣ . Just as the first k columns
of U are a basis for the column space of X . In addition, the first k rows of V T are a basis for row space of X .
3. Genetic algorithm for text clustering
Genetic algorithms belong to search techniques that mimic the principle of natural selection. Clustering is a
popular unsupervised pattern classification technique which partitions the input space into K regions based on some
similarity/dissimilaritymetric. The number of partitions/clusters may ormay not be known a priori. We apply the capability
of GA to evolving the proper number of clusters aswell as providing appropriate data clustering. The parameters in the search
space are represented in the formof chromosomes. A collection of such chromosomes is called a population. An objective and
fitness function is associated with each chromosome that represents the degree of fitness. Biologically inspired operators
such as selection, crossover and mutation are applied to yield new child chromosomes. These operators continue several
generations until the termination criterion is satisfied. The fittest chromosome seen up to the last generation provides the
best solution to the clustering problem.
3.1. Encoding chromosomes
In GAL clustering, the chromosome is encoded by a string of real numbers. Each chromosome Chroi in the population is
initially encoded by a number of K centers, where K is assumed to lie in the range [Kmin, Kmax].
Chroi = {Centeri,1, Centeri,2, . . . , Centeri,k}. (3.1)
For initializing Centeri, a row of elements are chosen randomly from the corpus matrix C in (2.5).
Centeri = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, . . . , ci,n}. (3.2)
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Fig. 3. Cluster performance against the number of dimension on data set 1.
From the view of Fig. 2, n is the number of total texts and the dimensions can be reduced from n to k (k < n).
Centeri = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, . . . , ci,k}. (3.3)
For encoding a variable string length GA, each chromosome in the population is encoded by Ki centers, where Ki is
assumed to lie in the range [Kmin, Kmax]. In order to make a compact encoding, a string of random gene indices are chosen to
denote the relative positions of genes in the chromosome. These indices are very suitable for the crossover. If the crossover
point is cp we only need to exchange the genes whose gene indices are greater than cp. The proposed chromosomes with
the variable string length have a greater chance to obtain the proper combinations of centers.
3.2. Population initialization
The diversity of the population is an important factor that affects the success of GA. Low diversity in the original
populationmay lead GA to a premature convergence or take a long evolution time to find the global optimal solution. Hence,
we should ensure a high diversity in the population initialization. In our algorithm, we initialize 1000 chromosomes in the
mating pool and choose the best 500 chromosomes from the pool to construct the first generation.
3.3. Evolution principles
The fittest concept selection, classical single-point crossover and Gaussian mutation [14] are adopted in this paper.
Fitness function is defined to be 1/DB, where DB is Davies–Bouldin index [15,16]. The proportion of selection, crossover and
mutation are s, c andm, respectively. The termination criterion is the iteration of the best fitness valuewithout improvement
exceeding consecutive Nmax iterations.
The next section provides the experiment results of GAL for text clustering, along with its comparison with the
performance of the original genetic algorithm using simple vector space model.
4. Experiments
We present experiments in this section to demonstrate the effectiveness of the GAL algorithm. The experiments are
performed on the benchmark data set Reuters-21578. Documents without labels or with multiple labels are discarded. Data
set 1 including 600 texts from three topics (acq, crude, trade) and data set 2 including 1000 texts from five topics (acq, crude,
grain, money-fx, and trade) are tested. After being processed by word extraction, stop word removal, and stemming, there
are 5857 and 7274 terms, respectively. In our algorithm the weight of a term is measured by term frequency. However, the
whole number of terms is not suitable for GA, so we choose the terms with highest weight in the vocabulary. We vary the
number of terms from 5857, 2500 to 1000 and 7274, 3500 to 1500 for data set 1 and data set 2 respectively to construct
corpus matrix C in (2.5). GA is implemented with the following parameters: s = 0.6, c = 0.2,m = 0.2,Nmax = 10 and
the population size is taken to be 500. The F-measure [9] is used for clustering evaluation. The cluster results are shown
in Figs. 3 and 5. The horizontal lines represent the cluster results in VSM with 5857 and 7274 features. Comparisons of the
computational time are shown in Figs. 4 and 6.
From Fig. 3 we can see that from about 100 dimensions the performance of GALs outperform that of GA using VSM. For
5857 terms with LSI, GAL obtains its best performance on 200 dimensions. For 1000 and 2500 terms with LSI, GAL methods
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Fig. 4. Computational time against the number of dimension on data set 1.
Fig. 5. Cluster performance against the number of dimension on data set 2.
obtain their best performance on 250 dimensions. Furthermore, on the dimension of 250, the result of the GALmethod with
1000 terms is very close to that with 2500 terms.
We can see from Fig. 4 that the computational time of GAL is increased with a higher dimensionality. For all numbers
of dimensions, GALs are faster than genetic algorithms using the vector space model. Furthermore, with 250 dimensions it
takes 26.8 s for the GAL method with 1000 terms to obtain its best performance, which is much faster than that on VSM
model.
From Fig. 5 we can see that from about 110 dimensions the performance of GALs outperform that of genetic algorithms
using the vector space model. When the dimension is 250, GAL methods with 1500, 3500 and 7274 terms obtain their best
performance. Also, with 250 dimensions, the performance of 1500 terms with LSI is close to that of 3500 terms with LSI.
We can see from Fig. 6 that for all numbers of dimensions, GALs are faster than genetic algorithms using VSM. It takes
30.8 s for GAL method with 1500 terms to obtain its best performance on 250 dimensions.
In our approach OpenCV software package [17] is used for computing the singular value decomposition on term-by-
document matrix. It provides decomposition results with high quality and reliability. We count the computational time
of the best performance of GALs with 1000 terms on data set 1 and 1500 terms on data set 2, respectively, for real time
comparisons. The computational time comparisons are shown in Table 1.
5. Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we propose a method of genetic algorithm based on the latent semantic indexing model (GAL) for text
clustering. GAL automatically evolves the proper number of clusters as well as providing near optimal text clustering.
Analysis shows that LSI not only provides an underlying semantic structure for textmodels, but also reduces the dimensions
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Fig. 6. Computational time against the number of dimension on data set 2.
Table 1
The average computational time comparison.
Methods Time (s)
Data set 1 Data set 2
GA (VSM) 95.8 105.3
SVD 3.6 14.3
GAL 26.8 30.8
SVD+ GAL 30.4 45.1
drastically which is very suitable for GA for evolving the optimal text clusters. We apply GAL to Reuter-21578 text collection
and demonstrate the effect of our clustering algorithm which is superior to that of GA using VSM. Data set 1 including
600 texts from 3 topics and data set 2 including 1000 texts from 5 topics are tested. When the dimensions are reduced to
250, GALs with 1000 terms for data set 1 and 1500 terms for data set 2 obtain their best performance. In comparison with
dimensions of 5857 and 7274 in VSM, GAL has amuch lower cost of computational time due to the reduction of dimensions.
The experimental results also verify thatwe have succeeded in reducing the number of termswith highestweight from5857
to 1000 and 7274 to 1500 before there is a sharp drop in F-measure. These represent reductions of 82.9% and 79.4%. Even
fewer numbers of terms are also tested, but the F-measure drops dramatically. In the future, we will refine our program by
reducing the evolving time.
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